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The holidays are an opportune time to express gratitude. Kraftwerks
appreciates your business and looks forward to serving the needs of your
organization in the coming years. From our family to yours, we wish you a
warm, healthy and joyous holiday season.
 

 

High Density Storage for Controlled Environments

 
Hänel vertical storage units (VSUs) can increase your storage capacity by 60%
in the same footprint. Units provide decentralized, dynamic storage right in the
production hall, and they bring the inventory to you — ergonomically. They
increase efficiency, reduce errors, and optimize floor space, while protecting
your inventory from dust, contamination, and unauthorized access.
 
Hänel Rotomat® and Lean-Lift® applications offer solutions for storage in
specialized environments such as cold temperatures and antistatic, air-
controlled ESD-protected environments by using Hänel's specialized
ClimateStore® or CleanStore technology.
 
ClimateStore®

Cold stores or heated storage systems (e.g., for drying components)
Ideal for chemical industry, pharmacies, mechanical engineering, & motor
manufacturing industry

CleanStore

Double-wall technology combined with ventilation systems
Low-particle clean-rooms
Ideal for electronics, semiconductor industry, & medical engineering

Find Hidden Capacity

 
Western Pacific Storage Solutions (WPSS) shelving solutions are not only
cost effective, but they are highly versatile and work exceptionally well in a
variety of applications. Having an effective shelving solution in your
organization will streamline your operation, but also optimizes valuable floor
space.
 
RiveTier® Boltless Z-Beam Shelving

Long-span
Low profile
High capacity
Four-sided access
Easy and economical to install/disassemble
Freestanding
Tough & versatile

Pacific Compression Clip Shelving

Light to medium duty applications
Closed shelving
Bin units utilize full-height dividers
Grated catwalk systems expand capacity

Deluxe Box Shelving

Versatile
High performance capacity (350-1,000 lbs/shelf)
Expandable
Space saving
Multi-level ability
Works in seismic areas

 

Reworking Your Space, Up Above

Increase your storage density and square footage by using free vertical
space. Building upward with a single or multi-level mezzanine is likely a
significantly more cost effective strategy than rebuilding or moving to a larger
space.

Cogan mezzanines, made from structural steel, are freestanding and modular
— that means components can be moved and will easily adapt to growth and
the evolving needs of your organization. Mezzanines will not extend across the
full area of your space and utilize the same ceiling as the space below, which
means they utilize the same heating and cooling system. 

Kraftwerks can review your space and create a solution with a mezzanine
configuration that best suits your organization’s work and augments its
environment. We’ll help you choose the right combination of staircases and
ladders, guardrails and gates, flooring, and bracing for a safe work environment
that accommodates the capacity requirements of your organization.

Did you know...Kraftwerks can help you double
storage and production space by going vertical?
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Featured Article: Five Supply Chain Trends to Expect in 2022
by Bastin Gerald, SCB Contributor, SupplyChainBrain.com
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